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Post modernismis the inevitable outcomeof the fragmentation of the non-transformativefixity of Europeanlanguages.
The prevailing nihilistic, empty set semiotics of post-modem
theory is now imposedon tribal cultures as the current form of
cultural re-colonization.In Cree language,Nehiyawewin. metaphor and metonymy are not simply pointers to similarity. They
describethe thresholdof transformationand shifting statesof
being. They are artifacts of the awarenessof the describer,indicating the knowledgeof the potential in the comparisonsand the
actuality presentin the description.
Nehiyawewin represents the world in nouns and verb
phrasesthat are animateand inanimate. The animateclassification is presentin the languageamong representationsof both
human and non-humanbeings, animal and non-animalbeings,
and biological and non-biologicalbeings. The conceptsof time
and spaceare also significantly different from Europeanlanguagesin the sensethat they are also potentially animate and
personalizedrather than quantified and and subjectedto repetitious measurement. The codification system present in
Nehiyawewin thereforealso implicates any other form of Cree
cultural and artistic representationbeyond languageacts themselves.
Wisahkecahk Regurgitating

the Macabre Organ

The invisible but laser-focusedcollision of cultural concepts of metaphorand metonymy are splitting the atoms of the
solidity of our world view. This explosion is invisible because
the power of the Euro-American ethnocentricity contained in
the notions of metaphor and metonymy has imposed them as
universal. It sharpensthem as surgical tools to dissectthe tom
corpsesthat have beencrushedand mangledby a war machine
dressedin shrieking, frenzied, carnival drag.
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The slicing is the impossibilityof translation. It is the inevitable constructionof the bomb that consistsf assumingthe transparencyand ubiquity of non-tribalEuropeanlanguage,assuming
that a metaphoris as empty and conflatcd for everyoneas it is in
the vacuum-worldof hystericalpost-modemdetritus. Any act of
saying , any act of representation,of constructing experience
screamsout with the painful, puffing, spitting and bloody energy of birth, yet is beatendown and consumedin the relentless
gut of a zero state monstrosity. Voracioushungersinhabit the
landscapeof the gaze,stroking and massaging,then finally tearing and devouring the rich meat of the organsof perception.
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Wtitikow brought you here and now usesyou to live and
feed. Wihtikow’s tracks show themselveswhen you say something is like somethingelse but you don’t really mean it, when
you don’t carefor the interpretationthat you knew in the reality
of your dreams,when you applied yourself to the surgical slicing machine and abstractedthat part of yourself to death;logos,
rationale. Say it like you mean it, say it like when horror fills
you to bursting and the explosive orgasm goes on and on in
flailing, wiggling laughter that is true terror.

Watchout for the ancientandenduring consumers,the real
audience. Everyonesquirm now; we are all being watched,felt
and tasted.
My gifts are meagreand stingy little things to me - I am no
elder. I can see only two things that I am driven to give you.
Both flow in magic realism yet have found no rooting among
you. In non-tribal languages, antiseptic violence pervades
againstthe establishmentof an organism and kills the wolf spider woman.

Saying something is like something else, or saying that
somethingis somethingelse is an act of magic. Using the word
Representationof the world,
“magic” with all its English languagebaggagedisplays right
Representationof time,
there the dangerous fatality of translation. Cree language,
Metaphor and metonymy,
Nehiyawewin, works on the borders between animate and inNuclear fusion and surgery.
animate, those things that have body and being and those that
Spirits of the land and the living spirit of time,
Everyone learning to talk Indian, everyonelearning to
do not. For some Nehiyawak peoples in the North, those that
feed on dream-life, learning to tell stories stitched
havebeenre-colonizedby the other greatforce of Euro-America,
Christian fundamentalistevangelism,even using their first lanacrossthe web of memoryand a body bounded by inguage is an overwhelming psychic crisis becausethe foundafinity and uncertainty,not skin.
tional conceptsthat form Nehiyawewin cannotabidethe specioMagic realism has no place here yet. Who speaks- where
centric human-basedphilosophy of the re-colonizers. Even to
use our own language becomesa self-violation. Imagine the does it arise? The literature and orature of it flows and intervirtual reality version of that.
sects in a manner that stings and corrodes the monolith of recolonization. But evenon a static pageor in a still image, works
In Cree. the representationalacts of metaphor and me- in this genresurgeand swirl. Regurgitateand examine the distonymy carry with them a weight of responsibility that is an- coursesof time-based,interactive media art. How are metachored in a vast network in which the humanis only a small and phor and metonymy constructed? How does time visit, how
sometimesquestionablepart - those who need to, pleaseshift does space welcome you and what does it say? In terms of
or squirm uncomfortably and hide it with a nudge or a smirk. viewing the virtual reality experienceas a form of magic realAt least this part will be marked in your memory when later ism, the relationship of events, those that involve significant
you return to the scarswhere it was cut off. In Nehiyawewin, transformationsfor the viewer / participant, becomesa critical
when you say something is like something else,you are repre- consideration.
senting an awareness,a gift that was given you to visualize another mesh in the web, to see and hear the transforming. The
Magic realism as a cultural force that inhabits and creates
acts that result from this seeinghave been called, in literature, literature, visual art and performance has, in virtual reality, a
magic realism. This is such a benign term to describea world new vital mode of expression, one that can accommodate
of images tom by lust and terror, yet linked by prayer and Nehiyawewin and the expressionof its visions. But this is defounded on spirits that flow through the rocks and grind up the nied to it becauseof the exclusionary nature of V.R. practitioearth in surging waves,the oneswho placeeachchild in a womb ners. Cultures out of which magic realism arisesare excluded
and follow the subsequentabsurdity. For tribal peoples,magic from the sphereof virtual reality by its economicsand its ownrealism is the predominanttheory of media art, especially time- ership by an inaccessible,developed world, academically fobasedinteractive work.
cusedhierarchy. The forces of academiamay be the most culpable agentin this sincethey hold the reins of critical discourses
Stop thinking of the future -any future. Remember,if you that have failed and refused to recognize the crucial relevance
have a safe place to store this, that it is only the sameday visit- of magic realism theory and practice to the most obvious paing you as many times as it finds interesting. Beware those rametersof virtual reality, never mind the more subtle potentifeelings of superiority, of contributing to the cutting edge and alities.
the brave new world. Thesecliches mean nothing to the many,
many more of us who don’t have electricity, never mind access
Magic realism is that place where colonized cultures fight
to electronic technology. Too much of what you do is already eurocentriclanguageoppressionwith that sameset of etymoloan insult that is already unbearableand explosive. Safe ground gies. Tribal cultures speak and transform these definitions
becomesa sink-hole and a swallower.
through their reinvention of metaphorand metonymy as history
and prophesy,woven into solid andliving present,sungby many
voices, most of whom are not people. You can talk to an Indian
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in many languages,but almost always only through subversion, satire, irony, and allusion. The acts of creation and expressionthrough metaphor and metonymy extend outward, as
they do for everyone, to define and modulate all other acts of
creation and expression. It is through magic realism however,
that the unique spaceis cleared for the performanceof values
anathemato the killing force that doesn’tmeanitself, the force
that is relentlessly suiciding.
Tools-to-go; shopping for the hysterical frenzy. Eat-wear,
eyewear, timewear (eat-weary,eyeweaty,timeweary). Weary
and wary, an exhaustedand suspiciousbody flinching from the
deliriously rabid cruelty of its own transplantedorgans. Shopping habits: beads and electronics, deception and seduction.
Playing on need by selling false vacant dream life to panting,
violent johns. Pretendingto suck the macabreorgan - stifling
the gag reflex.
When it feels and soundslike a heart-beat,maybeit should
be; maybe it is.
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